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Abstract: This research dscusses the issue of LGBT in the Malaysian society by asking the view of a former 
practitioner of the sexual orientation described as LGBT Using the qualitative method of interview and textual 
analysis of the interview, the research ask the question of whether t h ~ s  sexual orientation is a natural 
phenomenon or an ideology propagated by certain q&ers as is the practice in the contemporary time. The 
f i n k s  of the research through the interaction with the former practitioner of this sexual orientation show that 
the issue is a double edge sword which requires caution and understandng from the larger society. However, 
the research shows that it is not something that is insunnountable as is being poItrayed in cemin quaJters. 
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INTRODUCTION What! of all creatures do ye come unto the males 

The issue of Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual and Tramgender 
(LGBT) has its origin in the m t i o n  of the scriptures that 
is the Torah, the Bible and the Qur'an. Although, the 
accounts of these holy books talks specifically about the 
sexual relationship between men, the moral of the stories 
in the holy books is that all sexual activities that involve 
same sex is unnatural and thus prohbited by God the 
giver of laws. The Torah, the Bible and the Qur'an say as: 

Thou shalt not lie with mankind, as with 
womankmd, it is abomination. And if a man lie 
with mankind, as with womankind, both of 
them have committed abomination: They shall 
surely be put to death, their blood shall be 
upon them (Carroll and Prickett, 2008) 

And likewise also the males, leaving the 
natural use of the female, bumed in their 
craving toward one another, males with males 
committ~ng meemliness and fully receiving in 
themselves the retribution of their error which 
was due (Roman 1 : 27) (Carroll and Prickett, 
2008) 

We also sent Lut: He said to his people: Do ye 
commit lewdness, such as no people in 
creation (ever) committed before you? For ye 
practice your lusts on men in preference to 
women: ye are indeed a people transgressing 
beyond bounds. (Qur'an 7:80-81) 

and leave the wives your Lord created for you? 
Nay but ye are fo~ward folk (Qur'an 26:165) 
(Pickthal, 1953) 

In other words, although the practice at the time of 
Sodom and Gomorrah is for a man to have sexual 
intercourse with h s  fellow man in Islam by analogy the 
prohibition of this relatiomhp also applies to lesbianism 
( i e ,  the aJt of women having sexual relatiomhip with a 
fellow woman) and bisexualism ( i e ,  a man or woman who 
engages in sexual relation with the opposite sex and their 
own kind). In the hadith, there is a categorical prohbition 
agaimt lesbianism by the Prophet as he was repoded to 
have said: Lesbianism by women is adulte~y between 
them (Keller, 1997). 

As for Christianity, the prohibition of lesbianism and 
bisexualism are explicitly mentioned in the Bible (Roman 
1: 25-27) whch says as follow: 

Therefore, God gave them up in the lusts of their 
heaJts to uncleanness so that they dshonour 
their bodies among themselves Who exchanged 
the h t h  of God for the lie and worshpped and 
served the creation rather than the creator who is 
blessed forever (Ameen). Therefore, God gave 
them up to passions of dishonour for their 
females exchanged the natural use for that which 
for that which is contrary to nature and likewise 
also the males, leaving the natural use of the 
female, bumed in their craving toward one 
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another, males with males committing 
unseemliness and fully receiving in themselves 
the retribution of their error whch was due (Lee, 
1991) 

In Judaism, the same also applies. In fact the story of 
Sodom and Gomorrah whch is the basis of the prohibition 
of same sex sexuality was first told in the Torah which is 
the scripture of Judaism, in Genesis. Later, it was explicitly 
stated in Leviticus 18 and 20 that same sex sexual 
relatiomhip is unnatural and henceforth prohibited. But 
as in Islam, th~s  ban applies to lesbianism and bisexualism 
by analogy. Talking about transgender, it is defined as 
describing: 

A range of people with conflicts or questions 
about their gender. They include people who are 
born male but th~nk themselves female or vice 
versa or people who are preparing for a sex 
change operation or those who have had a sex 
change (Russo, 2005) 

In other words, transgender is seen as a process in 
which a person undergoes Sexual Reassignment Surgery 
(SRS) in order to change hisher sexuality to the opposite 
sex either because the person's behaviour, dsposition 
and appearance resembles that of the opposite or because 
the person is born as an hernaphrodte or the person 
deliberately wants to change to the opposite sex or 
because the person has conflict with h s h e r  feelings and 
biological body. 

However, the research on gender appears to be based 
on men's experiences and showing that it is a complex 
issue (Faulkner, 2000) whch sometimes focuses the 
women but is not seen to influence or impact upon men. 
This implies that gender is comidered in heterosexual 
terns alone where heterosexuality is tacitly regarded and 
accepted as the n o r n  In other words, women are often 
considered in relation to a typical family unit comprising 
one male and one female parent with one or more children. 
Moreover, gender and sexuality can be seen as separate 
set of h n g s  that closely blended at many points with 
cultural logic that is combined with many other 
components to forn a fully aJticulated social identity 
(Light et al., 2008). Thus, some fornations have been 
derived from identities through sexual orientations, 
leadng to the existence of Lesbianism, Gayism, 
Bisexualism and Transgenderism (LGBT) Indeed it is 
claimed assumptions and norns associated with 
sexualities closely contribute to the meaning of 
contemporaq culture and society. 

In the light of all the, t h ~ s  study is an attempt to look 
at the issue of LGBT through a practitioner of one of 

these sexual orientatiom by delving into the debate 
about whether this sexual orientation is innate to 
those who practice it or an ideology adopted by 
certain people. 

In order to acheve t h ~ s  aim, the study first looks at 
the root of LGBT in Malaysia by quoting the view of the 
leaders of the nation who grapple with the existence of 
these people in the nation. Second, it tries to bring the 
issue into focus by interviewing an experienced LGBT 
who have reverted to straight <3 years ago. Third, it 
analysis the interview of the experienced LGBT on the 
issue and f o d ,  it shows the result from the findngs in 
the interview. Finally, the conclusion reached at the 
end of it all. 

The root of LGBT in Malaysia: Although, Malaysia is a 
multi ethmc and religious nation, nonetheless, Islam is 
officially recognized as the religion of the state. Islam, 
being a religion which out-rightly forbids same sex 
relationshp or any unnatural relatiomhp among human 
beings has in its penal code, punishment by death for 
anybody who engages in this activity. T h s  being the 
case, it is expected that naturally, since the islamic law 
applies in the nation, the issue of LGBT is not allowed. In 
fact the Shariah court has the mandate to act agaimt any 
individual or group who engage in any unnatural sexual 
relationship ( Constitution of Malaysia, 201 3). 

In addtion to this, the penal code that Malaysia 
inherited kom the colonial masters has a provision agaimt 
the practice of unnatural sexual relatiomhip among human 
beings in section 377. T h s  law prohibits unnatural and 
anal sex and it has been invoked in cemin cases in the 
nation (ibid). 

The above being the case, one would have expected 
that Malaysia, having provision against LGBT both in its 
Shariah and common law would be free from t h ~ s  
practices. But, this is not the case as the issue is present 
in the nation and has become of public concern with some 
people openly campaigning for their rights to practice and 
engage inrelationships described as: LGBT believing that 
as long as it is consemual between two adults it is paJt of 
their fundamental rights to practice it. Thus, the question 
is, what is the cause of this practice and where does the 
encouragement come kom? Likewise what is the effect so 
far on the nation? 

In answering the question above, one has to look at 
the changes going on in the world generally in terns of 
the fight and clamour for human rights and the 
encroachment of modem Western liberal ideology on 
many natiom of the world includng Malaysia. The spread 
of liberalism (an ideology that develops during the 
enlightenment whch preaches libe~ty and equality among 
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mankind and advocates freedom for mankind to use 
hisher reason to behave the way they deem fit as long as 
it does not impinge on the rights of others) coupled with 
the universal declaration of human rights by the United 
Nations are two impodant elements which work in the 
favour of LGBT and they senre as the reference point in 
the spread of the LGBT practices in many natiom. 

Collaborating the as it relates to Malaysia, speaking 
at a workshop for coumelors on the issue of LGBT in 
Malaysia Dato' Hj. Shahlan Hj. Ismail, the Chairman of 
PIBG in Putrajaya says "liberalism is at the centre of the 
encroachment of LGBT in Malaysia". In h s  submission, 
he posits that liberalism emphasizes three impodant 
things and these are: 

. It sees indwidual freedom as supreme . It emphasizes personal rights and equality of 
oppo&nity . View stmggle for freedom of behavior, ownership, 
expression and religion as very i m p o w t  

Thus he says, LGBTs capitalize on t h ~ s  to claim their 
right to freely express their sexual freedom and 
orientation (ibid). 

The fact above was further established when the 
Prime Minister of Malaysia, Najib Abdul Razak wams 
against the encroachment of liberalism and pluralism in 
Malaysia and hnts of the govemment resolved to fight 
the scourge (Malaysiakini, 2012). However one can say, 
as earlier mentioned that this was further helped by the 
contemporaq emphasizes on human rights as contained 
in the United Natiom document for the declaration of 
fundamental human rights. The LGBT issue has been 
reduced to the issue of human right and personal freedom, 
thus many NGOs now champion the cause of the LGBT 
community in many nations including Malaysia. This fact 
explains why the Malaysian Prime Minister opposed the 
inclusion of LGBT rights in the ASEAN declaration of 
human rights as he points out that it depends on your 
values and norms and we reject LGBT but it does not 
mean any weakening in terms of the principle of human 
rights, in fact the Prime Minister says that we feel that the 
declaration has points which are better than the universal 
declaration of human rights by the United Nations 
(Zulfakar. 201 2). 

of such LGBT organization known as Seksualiti Merdeka 
(sexual independent) now organizes annual events to 
highlight the fight for recognition by the LGBT 
community in Malaysia. 

The development above prompted the Prime Minister 
Datuk Seri Najib Razak, to wam against the culture of 
LGBT and the ideology of liberalism and pluralism in the 
nation saying: 

We will emure that any deviant culture, such 
as the behaviour of the LGBTs and deviant 
thoughts such as liberalism and pluralism, will 
not get any place in t h ~ s  country (Malaysiakini, 
201 2) 

In addition to this, the govemment came up with 
certain policies in order to curb the spread of t h ~ s  practice 
and the ideologies of liberalism and pluralism in the 
nation. Some of these policies include: The govemment 
shutdown of the November, 201 1 Seksualiti Merdeka 
(Sexual Diversity [independent]), festival, a govemment 
program to train volunteers to conved gays and the 
public recommendation by Deputy Education Minister 
Dr. Mohd Puad Zarkashi that educating parents to 
recognize symptoms of gay or lesbian orientation could 
be effective in fighting increase of t h ~ s  unhealthy 
phenomenon among students (HRW, 2012). Recently, the 
govemment also organizes a musical tour to enlighten 
students about the bad habit of LGBT, it organizes 
seminars for parents on how to recognize gay and lesbian 
symptoms in youths and d ~ d  a seminar on how to correct 
the effeminate behavior of schoolboys (Hodal, 2013). 

Thus from the above, the govemment recognizes the 
fact that liberalism, human rights and the encroachment of 
modem Westem ideas in the nation are the factors which 
promotes the ideology of LGBT and it has resolved to 
take on this issue head on as it is apparent from some of 
its program which are meant to enlighten the people, 
especially the youth about the dangers of t h ~ s  orientation 
and the fact that it is against their worldview as Muslims 
and a nation whch is emphasizes its religious heritage. In 
this vein, the Deputy Prime Minister Tan Sri Muhyiddm 
Yassin was repoded to have wamed Muslims today of 
LGBT advocates who are said to be poisoning the minds 
of Muslims to accept deviant practices in the name of 
human rights (Zurairi, 201 3). He says further: 

The effect of LGBT on the nation is the proliferation We cannot be careless, the challenge against 
of LGBT activities and the conversion of many Islam's position comes in many ways. There 
unsuspecting teenagers to t h ~ s  sexual orientation. In are paJties who are becoming more strident in 
Malaysia, there are now clubs and organizatiom that demanding freedom of religion without limits, 
represent and protect the rights of the LGBT community including the right for Muslims to become 
and this has resulted in a situation in whch schools and apostates and to accept deviant practices in 
the public spaces are daily being invaded by LGBTs. One the name of human rights (Zurairi, 201 3) 
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LGBT: nature or ideology? From the dscussion before, 
what is apparent is that religion and society view the 
problem of LGBT as an ideological one or something that 
a person wi l lq ly  accepts as a way of life as is seen in the 
narrations from the holy books and the views of leaders 
of society. However, there are others who hold that the 
issue of LGBT is a natural thing that is Inherent in the 
nature of those who practice it (Kugle, 2003; Jamal, 2001 ; 
Malk, 201 3). They hold that lke  normal sexual orientation 
or straight same sex attraction is natural to those who 
practice it because it is what they feel in their nature 
whch is inborn to them (Teh, 2001). Accordq to h s  line 
of argument these people are entitled to enjoy their sexual 
orientation just as those who are straights are entitled to 
theirs (Kugle, 2003). Moreover, Jamal (2001) points out 
that most of the verses that are quoted to support the 
prohibition of same-sex marriage from the Qur'an for 
example are not verses that refer directly to the issue but 
were extended by exegetes to include the prohbition of 
same-sex marriage. As for the transgender, it is generally 
held that it is a case of people who find themselves 
trapped in a body that they do not feel that they belong 
to and as such have the right to express their sexual 
preference even if it is conventionally seen as wrong. In 
the light of the above, h s  research is an attempt to get to 
the root of the issue by findmg out from a practitioner of 
LGBT whether the issue is ideological or natural as 
posited by the two views mentioned before. 

Qualitative research paradigm: The field study uses 
qualitative research technique through semi stmctured 
interview in order for the researcher to have full 
understanding of perception of LGBT people before and 
after engaging in their distinctive lives. The review of the 
literature provided the framework for initial development 
of the interview questions and helps in refining the 
interview questiom to better suit the LGBT domain. 
Interview mode of gathering data is an effective tool to 
collect data from group or individual respondents and 
provides the quick and detailed link to the root of the 
research (Creswell, 2003,201 2). 

Moreover, a convenience sampling method is 
adapted in selecting the sample for h s  research which 
helps us in selecting the best person to produce the best 
answers to the research questiom. Indeed the main 
objective of this study is to determine whether LGBT is a 
natural or an ideological issue. 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Interview sample demographics: The data collection in 
h s  research was conducted by granting interview to only 

Table 1: Summarized data collection about palticipanti 
Participant's detail 
Current age 36 years 
Current education status Diploma holder 
Occupation Teacher cum Entrepreneur 
Parents' job Entrepreneurs 
Age when he joined LGBT 17 years 
Parents' family sire 5 
Duration of palticipatine in LGBT 19 years 

one experienced LGBT through convenient sampling 
approach due to the dfficulty in finding the experience 
LGBT to be interviewedvoluntarily Though, convenient 
sampling is quiet acceptable in business research and 
view as an act of t a k q  an available and useful sample for 
ease data gathering (Chrisler and McCreaq, 2010; 
Weathington et al., 2010; Sherri, 2011). Meanwhle, the 
p d c i p a n t  was selected on the basis of his characteristics 
which could help in producing insights and 
understandmgs of the research objectives and 
summarized in Table 1 

Fiuthermore, the respondent was first introduced to 
us by the counselor who took charge of his case. Second, 
researchers sat down with him and had an interview 
session of 30 min because of his tight schedule that day 
and the fact that he has to give a talk and interact with 
others who are seeking help like him. Third he was 
contacted by telephone and fiuther interviews were done 
through this channel. 

The objectives of the study were explained to him 
and he agreed to cooperate fully with the researchers. The 
respondent who happem to be an experienced LGBT took 
paJt in this interview on a voluntaq basis. He was able to 
tell us his background, academically, family issue and the 
life spent in the LGBT domain. The respondent is 
regarded as a formidable person when it comes to the 
talk on LGBT. 

Interview sessions with experienced LGBT: The 
interview was conducted between the researcher and the 
counsellor on Thursday, 7th of April, 2013. Many 
questiom about the LGBT issue were asked the 
experienced LGBT and the answers were provided as 
follow: 

Question: Is the problem of LGBT a disease or natural as 
they used to say? 

Answer (Experienced LGBT): The problem of LGBT is 
not a dsease but is one of the tests from Allah which tells 
human on how to control the specialization given to 
indwidual by Allah. That is why the sex emotion in LGBT 
world is given focus so as to help them on how to 
overcome these unique characteristics, even though they 
were born with it. 
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Question: There was a story of a woman with two 
children. She said each time she was with her husband, 
she does not have feeling of being together and 
eventually broke-up the marriage and bisexual. What is 
really causing this issue and is it natural? 

Answer (Experienced LGBT and a counsellor): This is 
ma~nly caused by imtinct with the woman. It is not natural 
but this may be cause if someone is exposed with sexual 
engagement before marriage which may prevent h m  or her 
from being honest with the spouse. The easiest way to 
solve this problem is for the affected person to inform h s  
or her paJtner about his sex emotion. 

Question: Does it mean that the affected people are not 
born with this menace? 

Answer: T h s  can be view in two different ways: 

. The LGBT could be cause by the experience with sex 
abuse which may be dfficult to leave after having a 
bisexual experience . Some people were born deeply inside with sex 
emotion and once they could not control it, they 
would turn to transgender. This can be control by 
spending time with positive people and reading 
Al-Qur'an always 

Question: Is it hue that a man can feel that is not a man 
right from his chldhood? 

Answer (Experienced LGBT): T h s  kind of problem has 
happened to me. I was born as a man but presenting 
myself as a woman because of sex emotion in me and not 
because of any sex organ. 

Question: How do you feel when you interact with people 
in the society when you were in the LGBT world? 

Answer (Experienced LGBT): My relatiomhp with other 
sect of people was limited because of the society I belong 
to. I felt they cannot understand me because they cannot 
offer what i want. I felt i do not belong to other people and 
we dscriminate a lot. However, the LGBT people need to 
be given hand of love and caring in order to bring them 
back to the normal life. 

Question: How do you feel now that you are no more in 
LGBT world? 

Answer (Experienced LGBT): Now that my life has been 
transformed, I can move with people and have good 
interaction with men and women in the society. 

Question: Why is it that the LGBT people do not have 
confident in themselves to interact with others in the 
society? 

Answer (Experienced LGBT): Ths  is because they think 
they are very special and they always are scaring of the 
judgement whch  they feel people can incur on them. 
They believe that a special people should communicate 
with special ones. 

Question: Do you agree that there is conflict with what 
the LGBT are and what they feel? 

Answer (Experienced LGBT and a counsellor): Yes, there 
is serious conflict in the two terms when it comes to the 
LGBT world. 

Question: Do you th~nk for once that your body was not 
the real type when you were in LGBT world? 

Answer (ExperiencedLGBT): Yes, I believethat my body 
was not really and staJted taking some pills and irjection 
in order to do the transformation. But, I give thanks to 
Allah because I can come back to the normal way of life. 
I have grown spiritually and impiration from the creator, 
showing that other people in LGBT can change to better 
one 

Question: What do y o u h n k  is the long time effect of the 
LGBT people? 

Answer (Experience LGBT): Based on my experience, 
this brings about life term psychological effect onLGBT. 
It also affect mental and emotion because it affect Allah's 
in junction and writing in the holy book. Many of my 
friends have mined their life due to the medcal operation 
they have involved in the name of becoming LGBT. 

Question: Finally, how can a person from the LGBT world 
live a normal life? 

Answer: The person has to change by moving with 
positive people llke my counselor. The person should also 
read the Qur'an, practice Tawba and try not to move with 
negative people who will influence him especially about 
sex. 

Second interview on phone 
Question: When did you st& noticing that you have h s  
sexual orientation? 

Answer: Well, it staJts when I was five. I used to cross 
dress and my parents noticed h s .  They also notice that 
I am dfferent in a way. 
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Question: You mean it is just natural or it st& naturally? RESULTS 

Answer: Yes, I just notice that I feel different from what I 
am. And I tried to suppress this feeling. But the problem 
is there is no one to help me. Even when I was 
around 10 years old, I tried to live normally but no one to 
help. Even, my own brother sees me as useless because 
of the way I am. So, it is kind of dfficult you know? 

Question: So, when did you st& practicing fully as a 
transgender? 

Answer: I st& when I entered college. 

Question: How old where you then? 

Answer: I was about 1711 8 years 

Question: Were your parents aware? 

Answer: Yes, they know and they give me their support 
They never &scriminate me because they understand me. 

Question: Now, after so many years why &d you decide 
to change? 

Answer: The h t h  is we may pretend to be happy but 
deep down we are not happy because of the society and 
the rejection that we face. Moreover, t h ~ s  thing is agaimt 
religion and it is like a test from Allah so we have to know 
how to overcome the sexual urge l k e  all others. 

Question: Do you still move with your group? 

Answer: I try to be friend with them and to show them 
that they can change like me. But I also try to move with 
people who are positive because if not I can easily be 
influenced to go back. When I was still tramgender, the 
discussion is always about sex! sex!! sex!! So I try to 
move with positive people. 

Question: So, you are saying that the ideology is always 
about sex? 

Answer: Yes, the talk is always about that and t h ~ s  
influence us a lot. 

Question: So, you are saying t h ~ s  issue is also about 
ideology not just nature? 

Answer: It is both. It is natural and also because of the 
group, it is ideology about sex. In the group, the idea is all 
about sex and they teach you to practice this sex idea. 

Data analysis using textual analysis approach: From 
these two interviews before, it is clear that the issue of 
LGBT revolves around nature and ideology and one can 
also add circumstances in the case of those who were 
traumatised by their unusual sexual experience as in the 
case of sex abuse victims. As the experienced LGBT 
points out there are some people who are born with this 
sexual orientation and to such people the issue is that of 
nature. It is a natural instinct in them. However from h s  
experience, it is clear that this set of people can overcome 
this sexual imtinct if necessaq help is extended to them 
and they are encouraged by the society through positive 
interaction. The imtinct is like any other instinct in man 
and it is possible to control it. The imtinct to be greedy, 
to steal, to hate, to love, etc., are all present in man just 
lke  the sexual instinct and they are liable to control given 
the right environment and interaction. Therefore in this 
sense from what was pointed out by the experienced 
LGBT, it is possible to control the sexual orientation 
described as LGBT even if it is inborn in a person. This, as 
is apparent from h s  case, is why he was able to come out 
of the practice through the help of h s  coumellor and 
through being with those who encourage h m  in religion 
and its practices. 

What is clear, therefore from the above is that people 
whose sexual orientation are LGBT could have been born 
with such sexual instinct and in this case it is natural or 
nature at work. However, since it is conventionally an 
abnormality, lke  all abnormalities, it deserves to be treated 
as such and people who fall in this categoIy needs to be 
helped and not condemned by society. As the 
experienced LGBT pointed out, if he had received help 
from the beginning, he would not have ventured into it at 
all and he would have over come the problem right from 
its early stage. T h s  shows the failure of society in t h ~ s  
respect and the need for a program to help people who are 
identified as LGBT at the early stage before it grows with 
them. As the experienced LGBT said the problem is not a 
disease but an abnormality whch could be corrected. 

Second the experienced LGBT talks about another 
categoIy of people who are inclined to practice this sexual 
orientation as a result of the sexual abuse that they were 
subjected to when growing up. In t h ~ s  case, it is not a 
case of nature but circumstances which gradually lead to 
habit. This people can also overcome this problem too 
since it is not inborn but an habit formed as a result of 
their circumstances of sexual abuse. In other words, since 
it is circumstances that made them to be inclined towards 
this sexual orientation, what these set of people need is 
rehabilitation and reorientation about their sexuality whch 
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meam that through proper counselling and therapy, they 
could also overcome if especially, since it is not inborn. 
Third, the experienced LGBT talks about the issue of 
ideology in the spread and practice of h s  sexual 
orientation. T h s  shows that the ideology of free sex and 
all form of sex as natural is a catalyst in the spread of h s  
sexual orientation. The problem here from the interview is 
that those who propagate this ideology do not give the 
people described as LGBT the opportunity and chance to 
overcome their unconventional sexual attitude, thus 
making them believe that they are a special categoIy of 
people pitted agaimt the normal conventional people. 
This is where the whole problem of LGBT lies in the 
contemporaq time. The ideology of liberalism as it 
concerns sex and sexual orientation is behind the 
boldness and attitude of many LGBT in coming out and 
declining to change and get help for this abnormality. 
Through the concept of liberalism and human rights, the 
society is being forced to accept abnormality as paJt of 
human sexuality and organisatiom and activists are also 
helping to promote h s  ideology in the name of freedom. 
Although, it is true that society needs to accept the fact 
that LGBTs are special categoIy of people who are 
different from them because of certain traitlinstinct that 
they have. Nonetheless, instead of allowing them a free 
reign in spreadng this abnormal imtinct in them and even 
incorporating those who are not born with this instincf it 
is the duty of society to help them overcome the imtinct 
by providng necessaq help through counselling and 
therapy and also through religious activities whch  could 
play a positive role in helping them to see that their desire 
for h s  kind of sexuality is a test whch  they have to pass 
by overcoming it as expressed by the experienced LGBT 
during the interview. 

Thus, sexual ideology or the ideology of all forms of 
sexual orientation is right is also behind the LGBT issue 
as it could serve as a temptation for those who like to 
experiment and the adventurers who out of curiosity 
would want to experience everyhng and anything. This, 
perhaps also explain the new wave of youths' conversion 
to h s  sexuality in droves by clubs and organisations 
whch  propagate h s  sexual ideology. This finding also 
confirms the govemment stand on the issue that it spread 
in the society and especially among the youths is due 
largely to it being adopted as an ideology by certain 
people. 

DISCUSSION 

From all the discussions above, what researchers 
found out from the research is that the issue of LGBT is a 
multi-fold one which also needs a multi-fold approach. 

The assertion by some researchers that it is natural and 
inborn is true since kom the experience of the interviewee, 
it is innate to h m  and thus a natural phenomenon. 
However, as he asserk l k e  all other instincts in man it is 
subject to control given the proper environment, 
counselling and therapy. In other words, it is something 
that could be overcome like any other negative imtinct in 
human beings. 

Second, some people find themselves in this 
sexuality by circumstances whch  are related to sexual 
abuses and thus practice it as a result of their personal 
experience. In h s  case, the indvidual could also be 
helped given the right treatment, especially since it is not 
innate to them but developed out of habit. 

Finally, there are others who are explorers and who 
are converted to this sexual orientation as a result of their 
interaction with people who practice and propagate this 
sexual ideology. In the case of this, as in the case of the 
group above, all that is need is a reorientation because 
their practice of the sexuality is also borne out of habit. 
Moreover, the case of this group c o n f k s  the 
govemment assertion that it is also an issue of ideology 
and not only nature. Thus, the govemment needs to act 
against those who propagate this sexuality and curb their 
activities whch  are harmful to the society at large. 

CONCLUSION 

The issue of LGBT is both nature and ideology. It is 
nature because some people are born with the & a t e  
imtinct of h a v q  sexual f e e l q s  for people of their sexual 
kind. In their case, l k e  poles attract. Likewise, some 
people are born innately feeling that they are in a wrong 
body because they feel that their sexuality is that of the 
opposite sex and not in the body that they found 
themselves. In this case, there is a need to create 
equilibrium in the person by making what helshe feels 
equal to what helshe is. LGBT is also an ideology because 
some people are converted to this ideology as a result of 
their experience. The experience couldbe in form of sexual 
abuse or interaction with group which advocate this 
sexual orientation. 

However, in both of the cases, it was found out that 
LGBT practices is something that could be overcome by 
the practitioner if helshe is willing to overcome it. 
Researchers argued from the interview that the issue of 
LGBT is related to man's sexual instinct which is like any 
other instinct inmankind and is subject to control through 
discipline, cowelling and the right therapy. 

Religion is also a vital mechamsm for controlling this 
sexual orientation. Since, religion is plainly agaimt h s  
sexual orientation, it could be used as a form of therapy 
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for the prevention of the practices and help the person to 
be come more spiritual and move closer to God as the 
interviewee alluded to in his case. 

The parents, society and government have vital roles 
to play in helping the people who are described as LGBT. 
The parents need to know their children and detect early 
warning sigm of h s  sexual orientation in their ward. If 
they are able to do h s ,  they could easily seek for help for 
the chld  and nip the instinct in the bud before it grows. 
As for the society, there is need for people to embrace 
h s  category of people and try to help them overcome the 
problem. As the interviewee said, the rejection and 
stereotypq of these people make them to recoil into their 
shell and find a save haven among their peers thereby 
depriving them of the oppofiunity to interact with the 
others in the society and seek for the necessaq help that 
they need. Finally, on the government side, there is need 
for government to act against groups who propagate h s  
sexual orientation and seek to convefi others to it since 
their action c o n h s  government stand that this sexual 
orientation is being spread as an ideology. Likewise, there 
is need for a concefiedprogram in form of seminars, films, 
rado and television campaign etc in order to make people 
to beware of the activities of groups who propagate h s  
ideology, as well as where people could get help for 
themselves, their wards, friends and relatives, etc. 
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